
 ثانوي شعب علمية: ثانية  مستوىال -الاختبار الثاني  في مادة الانجليزية 

 

)(15pts    READING  PART ONE: 

    Charities are independent organizations that help the poor, the homeless, children, old people and animals. 

They are involved with human rights, education, medical research and conservation of the environment.  

     In 1997, there were about 180 000 charities in Britain, with a total income of £18 billion. Many charities that 

are now well known throughout the world, such as "Oxfam" and "Amnesty International", began in Britain. 

Americans are also enthusiastic supporters of charities. In 1995, they gave over $ 116 billion.  

      "Oxfam" has aid programmes to help poor people overseas, especially the victims of natural disasters. Other 

well-known charities working in Britain include "Barnado's", which helps children, and "Age Concern" and 

"Help the Aged" which support old people. "Shelter" provides food and a place to stay for the jobless and the 

homeless.  

         In recent years, the "Telethon" has proved effective method of fund-raising. During an evening of popular 

television programmes, television stars ask the public to telephone and promise money to the charities involved. 

Other fund-raising activities include fêtes and jumbles sales. 

                                                                            ( From Oxford Guide to British and American Culture, p.100 )  

1. The text is about: (1pt)      a- Natural Disasters       b- Charities         c- The Oxfam Charity.  

2.  Answer  the  following  questions  according  to  the  text .      (3pts)  

    a- Where did "Oxfam" and "Amnesty International" charities occur? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

     b-  How many charities were there in Britain?  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

     c-  What do the "Barnado" charity do?  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

3.  Are the following statements True or False ?         (2pts)  

          a - Charities are governmental organizations that provide aid to people in need. ………………… 

          b -. American don't like charities ………………… 

          c -  "Shelter" charity gives jobs and homes to the jobless and the homeless. ………………… 

          d -  The "Telethon" is an another way of charity. ………………… 

4. In which paragraph these ideas re mentioned?  (1pt) - Each charity has specific activities.   

 ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………   

5. This text is:    (1pt)      a- a dialogue.      b- an article.      c- a letter.   

 6. Find in the text words or expressions opposites to the following. (1pt)  

         a- young ≠ ………………………….(§3  )                                 b- private  ≠………………………(§4)  

 7. Find in the text words or expressions synonyms to the following.   (1pt)  

         a- pledge =…………………………. (§4  )             b- abroad =…………………………. (§3  )  



8. What do these words refer to in the text?   (1pt)  

         a- They are involved.... (§ 1) …………………… 

         b- ... which helps the children.(§ 3) ……………………. 

9. Express it differently.  (1pt)  

a- They say : " The Telethon has proved an effective method of fund-rising"  

* They say..............................................................................................................................................  

b- They told us that charities were involved with human rights, education, and conservation of the environment.             

*They told us............................................................................................................................................  

 10.  Classify the following words  according to the pronunciation of their  final "s".     (1.5pt)  

                 disasters - rights - charities - victims - programmes - provides   

 

      

  

 11.  Re-order the following sentences in order to get a coherent paragraph.   (1.5pt)  

        a- Volunteers stand in busy streets asking members of the public to pu money in a collecting tin.  

        b- The traditional method of raising money is to organize a flag day.  

        c- In exchange they are given a sticker to be put on coat lapels.  

PART TWO:  : Written expression  ( 05 pts ) Choose  ONE   of  the  following  topics .  

 Topic One - Use the following notes to say what safety measures do you take before and after an earthquake.  

*Plan emergency procedures.  *Don't panic.  *Provide first aid. * Check for injuries.  

 Topic Two: In no more than 6 lines describe a disaster ( an earthquake, a fire, a gas explosion, an 

accident.......)you  witnessed  in   your  lifetime.   

……………………………………………………………………………..........……………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………...........………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………..........…………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………...........……………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………...........………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………...........…………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………..........……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…...........………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..........

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...........…………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………...........………………… 

/s/ /z/ /ɪz/ 

   

1 2 3 
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The Second term Examination
Part one: Reading. (15pts)

A- Comprehension:(08pts)

Read the following text then do the activities.

Science has provided us with swift means of communication. The railways have removed all those

dangers and difficulties that man had to face during a journey in the past. In the aero plane, he can fly like

birds. The globe has shrunk and the world has become a small place. Science has conquered time and space.

Still more wonderful is the invention of the wireless. It is now possible to talk to a person at a distance of

thousands of kilometres. Additionally, Science has invented many wonderful machines. Electricity is

another wonder of science. It has turned nights into days. In the winter it heats our rooms and in the summer

it cools them. It moves our fans and other machines. Science has also achieved wonders in the field of

medicine. There is now a cure for all kinds of illnesses.

It is not possible to enumerate all the wonders of modern science. Every day we hear of a new wonder.

It is hoped that the peaceful use of every bit of science would bring in an age of prosperity, that the world

has never seen before. “Adapted from internet”

1- What is the text above?(0,5pt)

a- a report b- a letter c- a story

2- Say whether the following statements are true or false: (1,5pt)

a- Science had a great impact on our life................

b- Many machines have been created by science....................

c- One of the amazements of science is electricity....................

3- Answer the following questions according to the text: (03pts)

a- Would life be possible without the inventions of man?

..................................................................................................................................................................

b- Is it easy to reach someone from far away, nowadays?

....................................................................................................................................................................

c- What is the role of electricity in our lives?

.........................................................................................................................................................................

4-Reorder the following ideas according to their occurrence in the text: (01,5pt)

a- The contribution of science was remarkable in many aspects of our lives, such as travelling, keeping

contact with each other …etc ..................

b- It is not possible to live without the creations of science ..............

c- Science has made everything available for our benefit.....................

5-What do the underlined words refer to in the text?(1,5pt)

Its (§1) refers to: ………… those (§2) refers to: ………… it (§2) refers to: ………………

B- Text exploration:(07pts)

1- Find in the text words that are closest in meaning to the following: (01pt)

a- Synonyms of:

Necessary (§1) = ……………………. Created (§2) = …………………..

b- Opposites of:

Sadness (§1) ≠ ……………………….                                 Traditional (§3) ≠ ……………………. 



2- Rewrite sentence ‘B’ so that it means the same as sentence ‘A’.(02pts)

a. Science made important contributions to our life.

b. Important..........................................................................................................................................

a. Water must not be wasted.

b. We………………………………………………………………………………............................

3- Put the verbs between brackets into the correct tense.(02pt)

a- If a balloon (to be) rubbed and then placed on a woollen coat sleeve, it (to stick) to the wall.

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

b- If we (not hurry), we (to arrive) late to our meeting.

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

4- Re-order the words of the following sentences to make them meaningful. (02pt)

a- Lead / curiosity / discoveries / to / man’s / many.

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

b- changes/ a lot / brought / in / the / man / life / Science / of / has / of

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

5- Underline the stressed syllablein the following words: (01pt)

Television – atomic –Responsibility – Physics

Part two: Written Expression (05pts)

Choose one topic from the following:

Topic 01: Write a short paragraph explaining the various fields which physics study.

Use the following notes: -astronomy and sending flying objects into the space –construction of public

works like airports, bridges, and motorways. –Study of atoms - flow of electrons –mechanics – Forces to

apply on moving objects –electrostatics.

Topic 02: Suppose that you were in a dilemma. In no more than 15 lines, write a letter to an agony aunt; in

which you seek for help.

.............................................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................................
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Name/Class...........................................................
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              Television pictures are slowly beginning to show how great the damage is in Haiti following the huge 

earthquake on Tuesday. A magnitude 7.3 quake, just 16km from the capital, hit the Caribbean nation as 

people were going home after work. It was the worst earthquake to strike Haiti in more than two centuries. 

Much of the country has been devastated. Many major buildings in the capital Port-au-Prince have 

collapsed, including the Presidential Palace and the UN headquarters. Haiti's President Rene Preval 

described the scene in the capital as "unimaginable". The Red Cross says up to 3 million people have been 

affected. Mr. Preval fears "well over 100,000 people" may have died. 

              Haiti's ambassador to the USA, Raymond Joseph, said there was "no way of estimating" how many 

casualties there were. Countries around the world are acting quickly to send whatever help they can to 

Haiti. US President Barack Obama has promised America will do all it can to help. He vowed "unwavering 

support" following a “particularly cruel” disaster. Haiti is one of the poorest countries in the world. More 

than half its people live below the poverty line on less than two dollars a day. It is one of the poorest-

equipped countries on Earth to deal with such a catastrophe. The nation was still trying to recover from 

being hit by four deadly hurricanes in 30 days in 2008. Its economy is in ruins and it has a long history of 

corruption and coups. 

                                                                              BreakingNewsEnglish.com/January 14th,2010 

 

Ex1/Choose the general idea of the text:                                                                                         

a-Deadly hurricanes of 2008.          b-A real Tsunami experience.           c-Huge earthquake.                     

Ex2/Say if these statements are (True) or (False) according to the text:                                             

a-Most Haitians were having their breakfast when the earthquake hit.                                                          

b-The president’s palace was in ruins after the earthquake.                                                                           

c-Haiti’s ambassador to the US has a good idea of casualty figures.                                                               

d-Haiti was hit by four different hurricanes in 2008. 

Ex3/Answer these questions according to the text:                                                                                      

a-Which major buildings in the capital have collapsed?                                                                                   

b-How did countries around the world react?                                                                                                        

c-Was Haiti able to face such a disaster? 

Ex4/In which paragraph is it mentioned that it was very difficult to know exactly the number of 

victims?? 

Ex5/What or who do the underlined words refer to in the text? 

a-The country.                            b-They.                             c-He.       

 

     



Text exploration :                                                                                                                 
Ex1/Match words in column(a) with their synonyms in column (b): 

                                A-words                       B-synonyms 

1-show 

2-devastated 

3-support 

4-deadly 

a-lethal 

b-reveal 

c-help 

d-ruined 

Ex2/Fill in the table below: 

               Verb                 Noun 

                     begin ……………………………………………………………… 

   ………………………………………………………………                       help 

                    differ …………………………………………………………… 

  ………………………………………………………………                      equipment 

Ex3/Re-write sentence(b)that means the same as (a):                                                                                      

a1-The ambassador asked:”How do they know the number of casualties?”                                                                

b1-The ambassador asked……………………………………………………………………………………                                                           

a2-US president Barack Obama promised:”America will do all it can to help” .                                                          

b2-US president Barack Obama promised that……………………………………………………… 

Ex4/Underline the silent letters in the following words:                                                                              

comb – talk – island – sword 

Ex5/Reorder the following sentences to write a coherent paragraph:                                                       

a-Important measures were taken by the government.                                                                                     

b-It destroyed the whole town.                                                                                                                           

c-At midnight a violent earthquake awakened people.                                                                                              

d-To rescue & help the victims. 

         a            b          c       d 

    

 

Written expression:     Choose either topic1 or topic2  

Topic1/Using the following notes write a short paragraph about the 2003 Boumerdes earthquake 

occurred on May 21st,2003……                                                                                                                

-Magnitude 7.3 on Richter scale                                                                                                                                 

-2266 people killed & 10261 injured                                                                                                                     

–More than 1243 buildings completely or partially destroyed                                                                                  

-150000 people became homeless                                                                                                                           

–solidarity among Algerians(rescuers, food, blood, clothes)                                                                       

-government program  to reconstruct the affected area.                                                                        

 

Topic2/ Are you ready to volunteer & take part to save people in danger of natural disasters??? 

Justify your answer with arguments. 
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                                                       SECOND TERM EXAM 

 

Part One: Reading  

     Read the text carefully and do the activities  

     Everyone knows that some objects float in water and that others do not. An object that floats in water might sink in 

alcohol, and one that sinks in water might float in glycerin. All liquids possess in varying degrees the property that is 

called buoyancy- an upward push upon objects that are submerged within them. 

     If you throw a piece of dry wood into a pool, the wood floats; the upward push of the water makes this possible. An 

object that sinks in water- like a piece of iron- weighs less when under water than in the air; this also is because the water 

exerts an upward pressure upon it. When you are taking a bath in a well-filled tub, you can raise your whole body easily 

by a slight pressure of your hands. You could not do this so easily if you tried to raise yourself from the living-room floor 

because air is less buoyant than water. 

     In the third cenutry BC, Archimedes discovered the principle of buoyancy. It states that a body wholly or partly 

immersed in a fluid is buoyed upward with a force equal to the weight of volume of liquid it displaces. Let us imagine 

that in a full pail of water we place an iron ball that weighs ten pounds when weighed in air. We discover, however that 

under water this ball weighs only eight pounds- a loss of two pounds. The volume of water that spilled over when the ball 

was placed in the full pail weighs two pounds, which just equals the ball’s loss of weight. The ball is actually buoyed up 

by a force equal to the weight of the water it displaces. 

A/ Comprehension and Interpretation:  

1- Write the letter which corresponds to the right answer: 

A/ The text is about:  

      a-  The property of buoyancy            b-   Famous discoveries                c-  Scientific experiments  

 

B/ The weight of some objects under water and in the air is: 

       a- The same                      b-  different                    c- unknown  

 

C/ The experiments conducted through the text fit in : 

        a- Biology                          b- physics                      c- chemistry 

 

2- Answer the following questions according to the text: 

a- Do all objects sink in water? 

b- How is buoyancy defined in the text? 

c- Why is Archimedes so famous today? 

 

3- In which paragraph is the explanation for the experiment given? 

  

4- What or who do the underlined words refer to in the text? 

a- One (1§)                           b- this (§2)                        c- that (§3)  



B/ Text  Exploration : 

1- Find in the text words that are synonyms to the following: 

a- Own=(§1)                       b- entire=  (§2)  

 

2- Find in the text words that are opposite in meaning to the following:  

a- more(§2)≠                       b- empty (§3)≠  

 

3- complete the chart as shown in the example:  

Verb  Noun  Adjective  

To invent  Invention  Inventive  

……………… experiment ……………. 

To believe ………….. ……………. 

……………. ………….. successful 

  

4- Give the correct form of verbs in of the brackets: 

     If you ( to rub) an object with silk, it ( to acquire) a positive charge. But when two balloons ( to be rub) against 

a woollen sleeve, they ( not attract) to each other because the charge they acquire (to be) the same, either positive 

or negative . 

 

5- Classify the following words according to the number of their syllables: 

     experiment- science- float – hypothesis  

One syllable Two syllables Four  syllables 

   

 

6- Fill in the gap with the words from the list : 

                         moves- happens – energy – flow 

     Electricity is a type of …1….. that can build up in one place or …2…… from one place to another. 

When electricity gathers in one place it is known as static electricity. But when it…3…… it is called current 

electricity. Static electricity often …4…… when you rub things together. 

 

Part Two: Written Expression  

 

    Choose one of the following topics: 

 

Topic 1:  

 

       Use the information to write a description of an experiment  

 

*You/ to fill two bowls / with warm tap water  

*You / to add salt / to one of the bowls 

*You / to place two eggs / different 

*Egg in salt water / to float 

*But other egg / to sink  

*Why? salt water / heavier / tap water 

 

Topic 2: 

 

         What will you do if you fail your baccalaureat exam next year?  

 



 

                      

Read the text carefully,then do the following activities: 

                     

              A team of US researchers has come up with an electricity system that does not need 

wires. This is a breakthrough in what will hopefully be a wireless future. The scientists, from the 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, lit a 60-watt light bulb using magnetic fields. In the test, 

the power source was just two metres away from the light, but the team hopes they will soon be 

able to send electricity longer distances through the air. They have dubbed their new invention 

“WiTricity”, or wireless electricity. Although wi-fi has been around for some years now, it has 

been limited to the transmission of information, especially between computers and modems, 

printers and scanners. This is the first time electrical appliances have been powered wirelessly. 

              This new development means that our houses may be free from tangled wires. Gone will be 

the days of having to unplug the vacuum to go from room to room, and of having countless plugs 

hidden behind the TV and stereo. The new source of delivering power to gadgets remotely may also 

reduce the number of fires caused by poor wiring and overloaded sockets. It turns out the concept is 

not so new. A century ago, inventor Nikola Tesla struck upon the idea of building a huge tower in New 

York that would wirelessly beam power to the city. Unfortunately, his idea never came to fruition, 

until today, that is. It will still be a while before we have wireless homes and offices. Safety experts 

will be checking closely to ensure the power source causes us no harm. 

                                                                                         BreakingNewsEnglish.com/13th June,2007 

 

 

Ex1/Is the text above:          a-Narrative.         b-Expository.            c-Argumentative. 

 

Ex2/Say if these statements (True) or (False) according to the text: 

a-Scientists have tested a radio that doesn’t  have wires inside it. 

b-Scientists have sent electricity two meters through the air. 

c-Wi-fi is a concept that first originated at the end of last year. 

d-WiTricity may reduce the number of household electrical fires. 

 

Ex3/Fill in the chart with information from the text: 

 

                           
 

        Name?   Inventor?(who)        Where? Description.what is it? 

    

 

Ex4/Answer these questions according to the text: 

a-Did scientists use wi-fi to transmit electricity,before? 

b-Why does the writer believe that “WiTricity” is safer? 

 

Ex5/What or who do the underlined words refer to in the text: 

a-They(§1)                              b-It(§1)                         c-That(§2) 



 

Text exploration: 
 

Ex1/Match words in column(a) with their synonyms in column (b): 

                             A-words                B-synonyms 

1-Breakthrough 

2-dubbed 

3-transmission 

4-appliances 

a-gadgets 

b-called  

c-revolution 

d-send out 

 

Ex2/Which adjectives can be derived from these words: 

 Electricity – state – power – America 

 

Ex3/Put the verbs between brackets in their correct forms: 

a-If you (to mix) oxygen with hydrogen, you(to get) water. 

b-What (to happen) to you if you (to touch) a wire of electricity?? 

 

Ex4/ Mark the stress on the following words: 

Electricity – invention – technology – economic. 

 

Ex5/Fill in each gap with  only one word from the list below: 

    (energy – natural – experiments – use) 

         Electricity is one of our greatest………1……… sources and one of the few………2………energy 

sources.Franklin’s electricity………3………were the first scientific venture into the nature and………4……… 

of electricity and uncovered its true nature. 

 

 

Written expression:   Choose either topic1 or topic2: 
 

Topic1/Your school life is full of scientific experiments…In no more than 15 lines tell us about an 

experiment you did or you saw(in physics- biology-chemistry………) 

These notes may help you: 

1-Introduce the experiment/observation. 

2-Hypothesis. 

3-Describe the steps of experiment. 

4-Report the results. 

 

 

Topic2/Suppose that your friend needs your advice. He/she  suffers from stress, sadness, lost of 

self confidence……Write a letter in which you express your sympathy and give him/her some 

recommendations. 
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                                                                   Second Term Exam 
                                                     Let’s go to the Moon 
 Human has walked on the moon since the Apollo 17 mission in 1972.However,this time the astronauts will 
stay longer than the few days of the Apollo 17 mission. So now, NASA is working on everything that will be 
needed to make the moon a place where a crew of astronauts can live for months. 
 Explorers from earth will build their own habitat,or home. Their home must protect them like no home 
on earth would ever need to do. Why ? 
 There is no air on the moon. The temperature varies from 233 celsius at night to 123 celsius at day. 
Tiny micro-meteors rain down on the moon’s surface. And no atmosphere means no protection from the 
sun’s harsh radiation. 
 So, a moon home will have to be  strong and solid. It’ll have to be air tight,so the inside can be pumped up 
with oxygen without exploding or leaking. The habitat will have to be cooled during the moon day and 
heated during the moon night. It will need a water, power and food. 
                                                                                                   http:/spaceplace.nasa.gov 
1. Tick the right answer 
           The text is :      a) a report           b) a web article              c) a newspapaer article 
2. Are these sentences true or false 
           a. Apollo 17 stayed for one whole year on the moon. 
           b. Homes on the moon must protect astronauts better than homes on Earth. 
           c. Oxygen is available on the surface of the moon. 
3. Answer the following questions according to the text 
           a. Do astronauts intend to spend more time on their next mission on the moon ? 
           *..................................................................................... 
           b. what must explorers do in order to be able to live on the moon ? 
           *............................................................................................................................................... 
           c. who will build the habitat on the moon ? 
           *......................................................................... 
4. What or who do the underlined words refer to in the text ? 
            It(§4) .........................                                     them(§2)............................  
5. Match words with their definitions 

words definitions 

1. a comet 
2. a constellation 
3. atmosphere 
4. exploration 

a. the mixture of gases surrounding the Earth. 
b. travelling into a place for the aim of learning about it. 
c. a bright ball with a tail that orbits the Sun. 
d. a group of stars that forms a particular pattern and  
has a name 

6. Derive the adjectives of the words below 
   Move 
   Explore 
   Space 
   Discover 
 

2as.ency-education.com



7.Ask questions upon the underlined words 
* That satellite weighed 1.120 pounds. 
*.................................................................... 
*Venus is 108 million km far from Earth. 
*.......................................................................... 
8. put the verbs in brackets into the correct froms 
* Saïd (to get)................... good mark in the exam if he (to revise)..............Space and Technology Unit well. 
* if you (to heat)................ ice, it (to melt)..................... 
9. Mark the stress in the words below 
      Physics         specific       rotation       biology   technology 
10. Fill in the gaps with the words below. 
                            Workers      job    build     spacecraft 
 Space walking seems like a really exciting................, but astronauts called space walkers the construction 
....................of outer space. When an astronaut goes outside of his...................., it is usually to repair or to 
....................something on the outside of the spaceship. 
Writting : choose One of the following topics 
Topic one :use the information below to write an advertisement for your travel company organising a trip to       
                 the International Space Station :           * meeting astronauts /* testing spacecrafts and  
                                                                                  telescopes /* wearing spacesuits.......... 
Topic Two : Write a paragraph about : Can man one day live on the Moon ? Say Why 
                  *no enough water/*no enough oxygen/* no interesting places to visit 
 
                                                                                   
 
 
7859599999999999999999999/* 
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